Semi-stochastic and patient-models of human
mFAO suggest CoASH oversequestration as possible
cause of hypoglycaemia in MCADD
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Computational model

Disease
Medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (MCAD) deficiency
(MCADD) is the most common inborn error of the mitochondrial
β-oxidation[1] (mFAO).
Heterogeneous phenotypes: from complete lack of clinical
symptoms to deadly hypoglycaemia[1].
Clinical manifestation is an emergent property of a complex
underlying biochemical system[2].

Question
What causes the hypoglycaemia in some MCADD patients?
Which differences explain the different clinical outcomes of
symptomatic and asymptomatic MCADD patients?

Hypothesis
Mitochondrial CoASH is a substrate for many mFAO reactions.
Overload of mFAO with substrate [3,4] causes depletion of the
mitochondrial free CoASH.
This inhibits mFAO and other CoASH-reliant pathways [3,4], like
the TCA cycle and amino acid oxidation.
Decreased flux through mitochondrial pathways reduces ATP
synthesis, which is required for gluconeogenesis.

Human liver mFAO: network topology and parameters were obtained from literature.
Simulation 2: person-specific human liver mFAO models

Methods
Simulation 1: semi-stochastic human liver mFAO model
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Discussion
➢ The semi-stochastic model of MCAD-KO showed higher flux and lower mitochondrial [CoASH] – line with the hypothesis [3,4].
➢ CoASH-liberating reactions (ACOT) did not alleviate the phenotype, suggesting that rescue mechanisms would be more complex.
➢ Patient 10: overexpression of SCAD (decreased flux control) might alleviate CoASH depletion by clearing otherwise accumulating shortchain acyl-CoAs.
➢ Semi-stochastic models containing patient proteomics are envisioned for the future.
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